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1. INTRODUCTION

Research Is of little value if the relevant ftiles are kept locked
away in a dusty tiling cabinet, and if the findings are not disseminated
to a wider audience than those to whom the researcher Is Immediately
responsible. The ultimate objectives of any research programmne should be
to collate and edit the information obtained during an analysis or
investigation, to set out the results and conclusions in a clear and
logical manner, and to communicate them in a permanent written form to
Interested persons at both national and International levels. In
anticipation of the eventual publication of the work, It is wise to
outline the layout of and to commence drafting the document while the work
is still In progress.

-Thisr document has been written as a basic guide for the preparation
of drafts of publications in the Aeronautical Research Laboratories (ARL)
series; but It Is nevertheless relevant to the preparation of external
papers. It is not intended as a treatise on techniques for the collation,
reviewing and the detailed order of presentation of material (which are
essential steps in the publication of scientific research), nor does It
discuss (except in passing) the questions of author's style or good
English, or the various actions In the ARL publication process. The major
objective of this document is to draw attention to a number of points
which, if consistently followed, will make the task of your reader in
checking, refereeing or simply reading your draft much more enjoyable and
far less tedious. Unnecessary time, effort and costs associated with the
correction and publication of your work and the proof checking of text and
illustrations will also be reduced.

Some of these matters are discussed in more detail in the Australian
Government Style Manual (Ref. 1). A wider reading list of relevant
publications is given in Appendix 1.

In short, It is hoped that these notes will assist you to achieve a
high standard of professionalism In the preparation of manuscripts and in
the way In which you present them for vetting and publication. Always
remember that the written word must be presented in such a way that it is
straightforward and can be read with a minimum of time and effort.
Authors submitting manuscripts which are Illegible, untidy, badly
presented, Incomplete, inadequately referenced or showing other evidence
of lack of care must expect to have them rejected as a matter of course
until a satisfactory standard Is achieved.

At this point It should be noted that the publishers of most
journals, books, proceedings and the like issue their own "house rules" or
"house styles" for the preparation of manuscripts. Their rules and
conventions should be followed for each particular case, and copies of
recent issues of the relevant journal studied to ensure that the desired
format is achieved. Lack of conformity with the requirements of the
publisher could result In the rejection of a manuscript or a request for a
major reworking of it.

2. ARRAOGHT OF MATERIAL

Drafts should be prepared to the format required In the final
publication. The arrangement must be such that the arguments and results
follow in a logical way and can be readily assimilated by the reader. .
Although the subject matter and purpose of a document have some bearing on
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the arrangement, the basic order of presentation of the material which is
given beldV would satisfy most of the requirements of an ARL
publication. Not all features though would be used in every document.

*1I

rront cover
*Title page

*Summary

*Contents

.List of symbols, notation, definitions

*Introduction

*Main text

*Conclusions or concluding remarks

*Recommendat ions

. Acknowledgements

. References

. Bibliography

. Appendixes

. [Tables]

0 Illustrations]

*Distribution list

.5 * Document control sheets

*Back cover

Writing should commence with organizing the material to be presented
and the assignment of a provisional TITLE to the document; followed by the
preparation of an outline and the establishment of a set of interim
headings (and sub-headings) or CONTENTS list under which it is intended to
develop the subject in the first draft. Section 1, the INTRODUCTION,
should provide the background and state the purpose and scope of the
publication. The main text should eventually lead to DISCUSSION (or
comments), and then to CONCLUSIONS and/or RECOMMENDATIONS.

The body of the report - fromn the Introduction through to the
recommendations - should be divided Into sections and sub-sections.
Primary headings (or chapters) should be numbered 1, 2, 3, and so on, and
sub-headings (Secondary headings) numbered 2.1, 2.2, and so on.

TABLES and ILLUSTRATIONS may be placed either at the end of the
publication (after the appendixes), or in the body of the text close to
where the first relevant reference to each Is given. The latter procedure
is preferred from the reader viewpoint and is recommended for microfiche
reproduction; but the Insertion of Illustrations (in particular) in the
body can Introduce difficulties in layout and co-ordination during the
publication process. A compromise might be to Include the tables in the
body (as these are usually prepared by the typesetter or by typing) with
the illustrations grouped at the end -as these are usually prepared by
the ARL Drawing Office.



3.LAYOUT OF TEXT

Prepare your manuscript on International A4 size paper and use one
face only of each sheet. Leave at least a 25 mm margin along the top,
bottom and right-hand sides of every page, and a 30 mma margin at the left-
hand side to allow for the insertion of the manuscript into a folder. The
draft should, preferably, be typed. Do not type (or write) In the
margins, as these spaces should be reserved for comments or corrections,
and for instructions to the printer.

The draft should embody two-line spacing throughout, except before
headings when three-line spacing is recommended. [Single line spacing i
provides insufficient space for the insertion of hand-written
corrections.] First-order headings should be in capitals, second and
third-order in lower case except for the first letter of the first word.
All headings and sub-headings should start at the Left Hand (LH) margin
and none should be underlined. The first lines Of paragraphs should be
indented five spaces.

All pages should be numbered consecutively throughout the draft-
including those pages containing references, appendixes and figures.

Do not have inserts loose, stapled or pinned in the text, or use the
reverse side of the preceding page for amendments. It is preferable to
adopt the "cut-and-paste" approach in order to maintain the A14 size and
adequate margins, even if it involves the author In a little more time.
Sequential modification to the text can be minimised by starting each main
section (chapter) of the draft on a fresh page.

Headings or sub-headings should not appear at the bottom of a page
without following text on that page.

Footnotes are usually indicated in the text by a superscript symbol,
such as *,1,* . In the draft manuscript the actual footnotes should be
placed at the foot of the page with a line of at least 25 -m in length
above them at the LH side of the page. l

4. WRITING CONVETIONS, ABDRKVATIOUS AND CONTRACTIONS

In this context the word CONTRACTION refers to a shortened version of
a word which ends in the same letter as the word itself, whereas the word
ABBREVIATION refers to a shortened word form consisting Of the initial
letter alone or the initial letter followed by other letters of the word
except the final one*.

* The use of abbreviations In the texts of scientific and technical
documents should be minimal and words spelt-out instead. However, it is
acceptable to use standard abbreviations for units, e.g. NPa; but make
sure that you use the abbreviations recommended by a recognized source
(Refs 2, 3), e.g. mm not MM for millimetres, kn for knots. Abbreviations
for units of measurement are always used In the singular form.

When new or uncommon abbreviations are Used for quantities, and the
names ofognztosaecontracted or abbreviated, they should be

*See Reference 1, page 50.
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* spelt-out In full when first used and the chosen abbreviation (or acronym)
given in parentheses, e.g. Proof Stress (PS), Ultra-High-Strength (UHS),
North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO), Royal Aircraft Establishment

*(RAE). Full stops between letters should not be used. Avoid using the
ampersand ()

Full stops are usually required only after the ends of sentences and
abbreviations; they should not be used after headings, table or figure
captions. No full stop is used in the case of contractions. For example,
Figs for Figures and pt for part; Fig. for Figure and vol. for volume.

Abbreviation of the first word in a sentence is not acceptable. For
example, "Fig. 6 shows that ... " is not acceptable; whereas "Figure 6
shows that ... " and "It is shown In Fig. 6 that ... " are acceptable.

The use of initial capital letters for words within a sentence, In
sub-headings and in references should be minimised. Proper nouns are
exceptions, as are references to specific figures, tables and chapters.

In the text It Is common to spell out all numbers from one to ten and
multiples of ten, except when referring to dates, measured units, tables,
illustrations, reference citations, and the like. For example, "the
testing programme involved five aircraft".

A decimal point is used to separate whole numbers from decimals.
When decimal quantities Of less than unity are used a zero should precede
the decimal point, e.g. 0.75 not .75. For numbers having more than three
digits to the left or right of the decimal point it is now common practice
to separate each group of three by a space, e.g. 12 345.678 9.

Sentences should not begin with numbers. If It is Inconvenient to
avoid their use, then the number should be expressed In words. Numbers
should also be spelt out In a compound number situation such as ".

fourteen 6 mm bars ... "

A space should be left between a nuerical value and a unit symbol or
abbreviation, e.g. 6 kg not 6kg; except in rare cases such as when
expressing temperature, e.g. 270C.

Dates should be written in the form 15 February 1985 (which is
completely unambiguous), not as 15th February 1985, February 15, 1985 or
15/2/85.

Underlining Is usually interpreted as a direction to the printer to
set in italics. Therefore, only those words meant to be in italics In the
finished document should be underlined in the draft. A wavy line
underneath a word indicates bold-face type.

5. DRAWINGS AND PHOTOGRAPHS

The originals of illustrations should, if possible, fit on a standard
ARL publication size sheet (A4), the maximum useable dimensions of which
are 156 mm x 239 -m - see Fig. 1. As ARL publications are also reproduced
in the microfiche format, all illustrations should be upright on the
page. Standard graph pads and special graph papers in A4 size, together
with blank master sheets, are available from the ARL Drawing Office. If
reduction of the original is required to fit the A4 format its proportions
should be similar to the A4 format, and the line work, symbols and
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lettering should be adequate to withstand the reduction without loss of
clari ty. With graphs, authors should clearly Indicate which grid lines
are to be- included In the finished artwork. When various sets of
information are displayed in graphical form on a single figure, different

* symbols and different types of lines should be used for each set to
provide clarity.

All illustrations should be numbered consecutively, using Arabic
numerals, In the order that they appear in the text. Each should have a
caption which is self-explanatory to obviate repeated reference to the
text; but the captions should, nevertheless, be kept as brief as
possible. Place the figure numbers and captions of each illustration at
the bottom of each page.

Give careful thought to the layout of illustrations, in particular
the orientation of 'like' illustrations on different pages. Make sure
that illustrations are uncluttered, neat and legible. This will greatly
reduce the number of mistakes made by tracers, and your time and effort
spent in checking against the original and having corrections made. You
should not expect the tracers to correct your mistakes or cover for your
carelessness.

Ensure that, on all Illustrations, your scales, notes, units,
legends, symbols and captions are fully and correctly identified; that
they are consistent from one illustration to the next: and that there are
no spelling mistakes.

As necessary, glossy photographs should be provided and be of such a
size that they can be mounted upright on an A14 sheet after allowing for an
adequate margin on each side, the caption, and the figure number.
Photographs should be lightly pencil marked on the back for identification
and to indicate orientation, and should be single-spot glued to the
sheet. Do not use pins or paper Clips for attaching, nor ball pens for
marking. Photos supplied by the ARL Photographic Section should be
identified also by the appropriate catalogue number.

On both line drawings and photographs it Is useful to include a scale
to enable the reader to readily comprehend size; and this is essential
when, for example, micrographs are to be reproduced.

Some material recorded In graphical form during the course of an
Investigation may eventually become part of the finished manuscript. It
is wise to anticipate this eventuality and to ensure that even 'working'
graphs conform to the requirements of the report draft page layout.

Explanatory notes or instructions for the ARL Drawing Office staff
should be clearly shown in the right hand side or top margins. Special
requirements regarding the layout or presentation of illustrations or
their placement In the finished document should be discussed with the ARL
Publications Section and the ARL Drawing Office during the preparation of
the draft, and not left until typesetting or typing of the publication has
commenced.

Under no circumstances should an author make corrections on finished
art work. Any corrections should be clearly Indicated on photocopies and
returned to the Drawing Office with the originals.
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6.TABLES

TABLES must be numbered consecutively using either Roman numerals,
i.e. I, II, III and so on, or Arabic numerals, i.e. 1, 2, 3, etc. Do not
refer In your text to 'this Table' or 'the tollowing Table', but by its

* number. Each table should be given a title which identifies its contents
and contribution to the text. These should appear (centred) at the head
not the toot ot the table. As an example:

TABLE 1

Mechanical properties of test material

The layout ot tables in the draft is of particular importance.
Various arrangements of the data should be investigated, with that finally
chosen being the neatest which conveys the desired intormation in a
logical way without ambiguity. As with illustrations, tables should be
upright on the page because rotation of pages may be difficult or
inconvenient for microfiche viewing. Double page and told-out
presentations should, It possible, be avoided. If it is necessary to
continue a table from one page to another, any continuation should be
clearly indicated in the table title on successive pages, and the column
headings repeated. However, with large tables, consideration should be
given to having them reduced by photocopying to meet the draft page size
requirements.

Closely estimate column widths, and ensure that columns with similar
data, e.g. proof stress and ultimate tensile stress, are the same width.
The use of squared graph paper (such as Gormack A4I BOJIIY) can be of
considerable help in the layout of tables in draft form. Do not
abbreviate words in table headings except when they have a common usage
(e.g. UTS) or are standard units. Units should be enclosed In parentheses
after the column heading or cross-heading.

Footnotes to tables can be used to elaborate on particular
Information or explain specific data. They may be denoted in the table by
a lower case letter or a symbol.

7. SYMBOLS AND MATHEMATICS

SYMBOLS should be defined when first introduced In the text. If your
document uses a large number of symbols a separate "Notation" section is
justified. As you prepare your draft it Is useful to compile a "running
sheet" of the symbols and abbreviations which you have adopted - whether
or not a separate notation section is Included in your final document - tor
ensure that the terminology which you have adopted In uniform and
consistent throughout.

A standard symbol sheet is available from the ARL Publications
Section. In the SI System all unit names and prefixes (when written
without abbreviation) are in lower case and without initial capitals.
Capitals are however used for the symbols derived from proper names and
for prefixes. Symbols are always used in the singular form. If letters
in other alphabets, e.g. Greek, are used they should be very clearly
identified to avoid misinterpretation. It may be useful to spell them out
in the margin, particuarly when they first appear In the manuscript.
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If it is not practicable to type mathematical equations and the like
in the manuscript, they should be written clearly by hand af ter the
completion of the typing. Indicate to the typist the space which should
be allowed for this purpose. Mathematical expressions are usually centred
on the page with the identification number (enclosed in parentheses) at
the RH margin of the line. Dot leaders should not be used. However, as
mathematical expressions and equations are usually incorporated In reports
as parts of sentences they should be punctuated accordingly. It is
recommended that, In the case of ARL publications, a consecutive numbering
system be used throughout the text. As an example:.

y -ax2 + bx +c (12)

When expressions occur within a line of text it is preferable, from
the viewpoint of setting on a single line, to use the solidus ()or Index
instead of the horizontal rule or bar, i.e.

(x *y)/Cx -y) or (x *y)(x -y)_
1 instead ofx+

x - y

Similarly, when fractions stand alone they should be spelt-out, e.g.
one-third; but when expressed as figures they should be separated by the
solidus, e.g. 1/3. However, whenever possible the decimal notation should
be used, e.g. 7.75.

Subscripts and superscripts should be clearly Indicated as such in
the manuscript.

8. REFERENCES AND BIBLIOGRAPHIES

REFERENCES are documents to which you have referred specifically in
your text, whereas BIBLIOGRAPHIES contain other relevant documents not
specifically referred to or those included for some other purpose, e.g. to
provide a wider reading list.

Incomplete, Inaccurate and Inconsistently presented references are a
frequent problem in draft reports. If you are quoting or referring to the
work of another person you must have sighted it to ensure that you are
accurately citing its contents -otherwise it should not be referred to
YOU.

As a matter of courtesy to another author - irrespective of the need
to provide accurate citations of references for retrieval purposes -the

information given in lists of references or in a bibliography should be as
competeas pssile. The following forms are suggested. They are

generally in accordance with those recommended in the British Standard on
Bibliographical References (Ref. '4) and the appropriate International
Standard (Refas 5 - 7). A listing of standardized abbreviated titles for
Serial publications Is contained in Reference 8.

Books

Authors' surnames and initials, title of book, edition, place of
9 publication, name of publisher, date of publication, pages.
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Reports and separate aerial issues

Authors' surnames and initials, title or report, name of originating
organization, series, date of publication. pages.

Separate articles In books, symposia proceedings, etc.

Authors' surnames and Initials, title of paper, title of book, editors,
place of publication, name of publisher, date of publication, pagination.

Journals, periodicals

Authors' surnames and initials, title of paper, title of journal (using
standard form of abbreviation), series, volume, number or part, date of
publication, pagination.

Separate standards, specifications

Issuing body, title, edition, place of publication, publisher, series
number, date of publication, pages.

Typical examples covering each of the above types of' publication are
given in Appendix 2. In the case of separate series, page numbers have
been omitted.

Several methods for noting and identifying references in the text and
grouping them will have been apparent to those familiar with putlisned
papers. They can be listed either chronologically, alphabetically oy

* author, or* consecutively by number in the order in w1hich thcy first
*appeared in the text. Probably the most commonly used method is the

Arabic numeral system. Of several options with this system that least
likely to result in misinterpretation involves the use of parentheses,
i.e. (Ref. 99) or (99). Although superscripts are also used, the
parentheses method Is more convenient for typed drafts.

9. ACKNOVLEDGWIDTS,

ACKNOWLEDGM4ENTS recognize significant contributions made by other
than the author(s) to the work on which the document was based. These may
Include both Individuals and organizations. When previously published
work (particularly illustrations) is used, the original source must be
acknowledged. For external publications it is often required that
permission be obtained from the original author or publisher before the
reproduction of such material, as it may be subject to copyright.

10. APPENDIXES AND FOOTNIOTES

The main argument of a report and Its continuity should be
* interrupted as little as possible by a verbal or mathematical discussion

of points of detail. If It is necessary to include such material (or
supplementary information) to provide a detailed understanding of the
argument or subject of the document, then Its placement in an APPENDIX (or
APPENDIXES suitably numbered or lettered) would be more appropriate and is
recommended.

FOOTNOTES are used to briefly elaborate on a point In the text when
inclusion of the material there would Interrupt the flow of a sentence,
and where the length of the elaboration would not justify a separate



appendix. Nevertheless, footnotes should be used sparingly and
consideration given to restructuring the relevant sentence to include the
material in the text.

11. TITLE OF DOCUMENT

*The TITLE is a very important part of a scientific or technical
document. It should be as short as possible, yet It must convey the
essential features of its contents. Careful consideration should be given
to the title and whether It is possible to incorporate standardized key
words or descriptors In it. Although the author should have assigned a
tentative title to the document at the time of commencing the draft, it is
advisable not to finalize the title until after the manuscript has been
completed.

12. SUMMAY OR AWT%)1ACT

A SUMMARY or ABSTRACT is usually the last part of the document to be
written, but It is often the onl part of the document which some people
will read. It is thus an important part of the document, and it should
provide the reader with a condensed, yet clear and accurate statement of
the purpose, scope and major findings of the work. If it Is not feasible
to use all of the appropriate descriptors in the title, an attempt should
be made to ensure that they are incorporated in the summary or abstract.

13. ASSEMBLY OF DOCUMES

Complete the CONTENTS list, including (exactly) all of the main
headings (and perhaps the sub-headings) of the sections in your draft
together with the corresponding page numbers.

Fill out the "Manuscript movement advice slips", "ARL publications
progress sheet", "Document control data", and your nominated Distribution
List - the last two In conjunction with ARL Library staff.

.1
Insert all pages of the draft manuscript securely in a two hole

Y. binder folder, and write the full title of the document and the author(s)
names clearly and neatly on the front cover.

14~. CHECKING AND REVISING

The preparation of the manuscript is the author's responsibility. It
is not the responsibility of the typist or the typesetter to correct your
spelling mistakes, lack of clarity, errors, Inconsistencies or

*carelessness. Typists and typesetters should faithfully reproduce the
copy that they are supplied with - If you have provided a sloppy
manuscript, you can expect a poor Job in return, with the added time and
frustrations associated with the further checking and correcting.

Your reader can only read what you have written, not what was in your
mind at the time. Be accurate, clear, precise and logical; and express
your thoughts In direct and simple language. Try to be concise and avoid

* the repetitious Use of a word [Roget's Thesaurus is useful in this
regard], but not to the extent that a less appropriate word Is used for
the sake of variation and the precise meaning of a sentence is lost as the
result. Look for alternatives to the word 'the' at the start of a
sentence, and avoid long, rambling sentences.
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Avoid the use of jargon and colloquial English wherever possible.
Remember that AR. Reports are distributed world-wide and will be read by
people whose native-language is not English.

Make sure that you are consistent in the various conventions which
you have adopted, including spelling, hyphenating, capitalization; and
that any punctuation which you have used conveys the meaning you
intended. When you use the word 'data' remember that it has a plural
meaning.

Do not use greater precision in the presentation of numerical values
than are justified by the accuracy of the basic data or accepted
engineer ing practice.

Cultivate the ability to read your draft critically from the
viewpoint of a reader who may not have your detailed knowledge of the
subject. The draft should be revised until it satisfies the guidelines
covered in this document, then It should be read very carefully at least
twice - the second time after shelving it for, preferably, a minimum of
two weeks. Special attention should be given to the following:

" That what you have stated is factual, logical, consistent and
unambiguous.

. That relevant material has not been omitted, but that no conclusions
have been drawn which cannot be supported by the evidence which you
have presented.

"That you have preserved logic in the layout, the placement of
* material in appendixes, and the sequence of illustrations.

"That Inconsistencies, inaccuracies and omissions in table and figure
numbering, captions, headings, abbreviations, and so on have been
corrected.

"That there are no spelling errors. Do not be afraid to use a
dictionary!

"That references are cited correctly.

It Is recommended that manuscripts be read, critically, by a
colleague before injecting them into the ARL vetting or refereeing
system. When amendments are minor they can be made neatly by hand. If
they are extensive, retyping of pages should be done; but the cut-and-
paste technique could be adopted to avoid some retyping. Make sure,
however, that any changes made during a revision~ do not conflict with or
invalidate other statements In the document.

You should retain a copy of your manuscript In the exact version in
which it was submitted for publication.

At some later stage you will receive proof copies of your work from
the typesetter of typist. These are submitted so that authors can make
sure that their manuscript has been faithfully reproduced. Consequently,
they should be checked very carefully against the manuscript which you
submitted for publication. In the case of external papers, in particular,
you should check that any amendments made to the text (or even the title)
by the publisher are acceptable and do not alter the intended meanings.



Remember that the proofsa provide an opportunity for discovering and
correcting typing or typesetting errors; they should not be used as a
medium for re-writings which -should have been Incorporated at an earlier
stage. Alterations to words or In punctuation should not be made unless
absolutely necessary. Excesseive alterations, as distinct from errors
introduced during reproduction, are chargeable by some organizations.

15. CONCLUDING IRM

It is hoped that these notes will provide a useful guide for authors
within ARL, and that drafts of reports and other publications will be
critically considered by authors in the light of these notes before
transmitting them to a colleague or into the Divisional vetting system.

Always remember that your publication Is an Important, and sometimes
the only permanent way of informing those outside your Group - and, more
particularly, outside ARL - of your research activities. No work can be
regarded as being completed until It has been conveyed to an external
audience in a permanent form. In our case this Is usually by medium of a
document In the ARL series or a publication in the external literature.

.11'
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APPUDXX I - Publi atiom dealing with the writing of tacbloal and

Numerous publications are available on the writing of technical and
scientific reports and papers. The following is a short list which may be
useful for further reading on the subject. Those publications marked with
an asterisk(*) are held In the ARL Library.

1. Katzoff, S. Clarity in technical reporting. Washington: National
Aeronautics and Space Administration, NASA SP-7010, 1964.

2. General notes on the preparation of scientific papers. Third
edition. London: Royal Society, 1974. (Second edition, 1965, is
held in the ARL LibraryJ.

3. Cooper, B. H. Writing technical reports. Harmondsworth: Penguin
Books Ltd, 1964.

4. Holloway, A. H. A guide to the layout of technical publications.
AGARDograph no. 178, June 1974.

5. Lathey, R. G. Writing reports and business letters. Rigby Limited,
1976.

6. Souther, J. W. and White, H. L. Technical report writing. Second
edition. New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1977.

7. Houp, K. W. and Pearsall, T. E. Reporting technical information.
Third edition. Encino: Glencoe Publishing Co. Inc., 1977.

8. Barrass, R. Scientists must write. A guide to better writing for
scientists, engineers and students. London: Chapman and Hall, Ltd,
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